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OneOne productproduct loyaltyloyalty rebatesrebates
•• TheThe traditionaltraditional workhorseworkhorse models models onon exclusiveexclusive 

dealingdealing ((AghionAghion & & BoltonBolton; Rasmussen et al + ; Rasmussen et al + 
SegalSegal & & WhinstonWhinston, etc.) , etc.) areare ofof littlelittle helphelp to to 
understand understand incentivesincentives to to excludeexclude whenwhen customerscustomers 
valuevalue varietyvariety..

•• GreenleeGreenlee & & ReitmanReitman (2006) (2006) doesdoes a a muchmuch betterbetter 
job:job:
•• ””Generally,whenGenerally,when preferencespreferences for for oneone brand brand areare 

suficientlysuficiently strongstrong, , allowingallowing loyaltyloyalty programs programs lowerslowers 
overall overall consumerconsumer surplussurplus..””
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Economic assessment of IntelEconomic assessment of Intel’’s s 
rebatesrebates

ContextContext
–– Intel is an unavoidable trading partnerIntel is an unavoidable trading partner
–– Exclusivity is Exclusivity is ””rewardedrewarded”” by rebatesby rebates

Rebates are capable of foreclosing an as Rebates are capable of foreclosing an as 
efficient competitor if the rebates discourage an efficient competitor if the rebates discourage an 
OEM to deal with a competitorOEM to deal with a competitor
–– With same cost as IntelWith same cost as Intel
–– With prices that just break evenWith prices that just break even
–– With a product of equal quality to that of IntelWith a product of equal quality to that of Intel
–– For a reasonable amount of businessFor a reasonable amount of business
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Stylized exampleStylized example
Assume: Assume: 

Intel CPUs has a list price of 100$Intel CPUs has a list price of 100$
Intel offers a rebate of 15% for an OEM in return Intel offers a rebate of 15% for an OEM in return 
for exclusivityfor exclusivity
Threatens to reduce it to half (7.5%) if OEM Threatens to reduce it to half (7.5%) if OEM 
switches partly to AMDswitches partly to AMD
The OEM sells 1.000 CPUsThe OEM sells 1.000 CPUs
The OEM thinks that 100 of its own customers The OEM thinks that 100 of its own customers 
would prefer an AMD CPU, the rest would prefer would prefer an AMD CPU, the rest would prefer 
IntelIntel
AMD is willing to sell at marginal cost (20$)AMD is willing to sell at marginal cost (20$)
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Does it pay to shift?Does it pay to shift?

IntelIntel

List priceList price 900 CPUsx100$/CPU900 CPUsx100$/CPU 90.00090.000

RebateRebate 7.5%7.5% --6.7506.750

TotalTotal 83.25083.250

AMDAMD

100 CPUs x 20$/CPU100 CPUs x 20$/CPU 2.0002.000

TotalTotal 85.25085.250

IntelIntel

List priceList price 1000 CPUs @ 100$/CPU1000 CPUs @ 100$/CPU 100.000100.000

RebateRebate 15%15% --15.00015.000

TotalTotal 85.00085.000

TotalTotal 85.00085.000
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Key parametersKey parameters

What are the negative financial What are the negative financial 
consequences for the OEM from Intelconsequences for the OEM from Intel’’s s 
reaction?reaction?
How big a share of its CPUs would the How big a share of its CPUs would the 
OEM shift (contestable share)?OEM shift (contestable share)?
How big are the cost?How big are the cost?

Time horizon?Time horizon?
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Time horizonTime horizon

The calculations depend on time horizon.The calculations depend on time horizon.
Some factors:Some factors:
–– Contracts rarely exceed one year, often they Contracts rarely exceed one year, often they 

are much shorterare much shorter
–– Rapid rate of innovations, short shelf life of Rapid rate of innovations, short shelf life of 

computerscomputers
–– Product offerings refreshed 3Product offerings refreshed 3--4 times a year4 times a year
Time horizon of at most one year Time horizon of at most one year 
appropriate. appropriate. 
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Contestable shareContestable share
OEMs cannot know in advance exactly how big a share OEMs cannot know in advance exactly how big a share 
of demand AMD can take up. They made estimates and of demand AMD can take up. They made estimates and 
scenarios.scenarios.
There is a lag between the time of decision to switch to There is a lag between the time of decision to switch to 
AMD and the time AMD products can be shipped to AMD and the time AMD products can be shipped to 
customers.customers.
In the long run (+3 years) estimates were often high.In the long run (+3 years) estimates were often high.
Within a one year time horizon the contestable share is Within a one year time horizon the contestable share is 
much more limited. Example: If one can ship 10% in much more limited. Example: If one can ship 10% in 
three quarters, the contestable share is only 7.5% the three quarters, the contestable share is only 7.5% the 
first year.first year.
What if OEMs misrepresent the contestable share to What if OEMs misrepresent the contestable share to 
Intel?Intel?
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CostCost
•• ImagineImagine I I wantswants to to preventprevent E from E from enteringentering thethe 

marketmarket..
•• I runs a I runs a factoryfactory at at fullfull capacitycapacity. . LossLoss ofof sales to sales to 

E E wouldwould resultresult in in 
–– LessLess outsourcingoutsourcing,,
–– IncreasedIncreased sales in sales in otherother marketmarket, , oror
–– IdleIdle capacitycapacity..

•• In In otherother wordswords: marginal : marginal costcost areare lowlow, , 
opportunityopportunity costcost areare highhigh..

•• ShouldShould thethe marginal marginal predationpredation test test useuse 
opportunityopportunity costcost??
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Reaction from IntelReaction from Intel

Internal documents shows what OEMs Internal documents shows what OEMs 
expected:expected:
–– Rebates to dropRebates to drop
–– Give more rebates to competitorsGive more rebates to competitors
Marginal predation test only address the Marginal predation test only address the 
first factorfirst factor
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Key conclusionsKey conclusions
Even using conservative estimates, the Even using conservative estimates, the thethe 
conditional rebates were found capable of conditional rebates were found capable of 
excluding an as efficient competitor.excluding an as efficient competitor.
The point is not trying to prevent Intel from The point is not trying to prevent Intel from 
offering low CPU prices through offering low CPU prices through 
discounts/rebates. The case is about the discounts/rebates. The case is about the 
conditionalityconditionality of the rebates:of the rebates:
–– The anticompetitive foreclosure arises not because The anticompetitive foreclosure arises not because 

the rebate is there, but because it would the rebate is there, but because it would dissappeardissappear 
in response to the OEM using a second source for a in response to the OEM using a second source for a 
part of its CPU needs.part of its CPU needs.
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